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It is known for over 2000 years that Man shall not live by bread 

alone (Matthew 4.4). However, all topics of any Global Conference on 

Sustainable Environment, Energy and Agriculture are devoted still to 

«bread» only, and not a single item is dedicated to the very purpose and 

cost of development. Ignoring these issues turns into a global 

environmental crisis and generates the problem of survival of mankind. 

Energy and food stockpiles of the civilization shall be developed 

simultaneously with the scientific cognition of the human ability to think 

heuristically.  That means to hear word from the mouth of God.  

Man’s ability to create new and useful is the psychophysical basis 

of his spirituality. It is the spiritual formation of person corresponding to 

the logic of the anthropic principle that makes the Global aim of the 

evolution of the World. The paper shows that this aim can be achieved 

through an epistemological synergy of scientific rethinking the Bible 

myths combined with spiritualization axiomatic of fundamental physic 

[]. The key point of this synergy is the knowledge of the brain physics 

and determining the rules of life that contribute to each person's 

development and complete implementation of his natural talents in the 

process of fruitful activities. In order to reach the purpose of Sustainable 

Environment it is necessary to combine the global monitoring of 

material resources and demography with the development of 

technologies designed to enhance human spirituality. To coordinate this 

work in scientific institutions as well as in the system of primary, 



secondary and higher education, an International Scientific Center of the 

Bible has to be founded in London. 
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